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This book analyzes the security of critical infrastructures such as road, rail, water, health, and
electricity networks that are vital for a nation’s society and economy, and assesses the
resilience of these networks to intentional attacks. The book combines the analytical
capabilities of experts in operations research and management, economics, risk analysis, and
defense management, and presents graph theoretical analysis, advanced statistics, and
applied modeling methods. In many chapters, the authors provide reproducible code that is
available from the publisher’s website. Lastly, the book identifies and discusses implications
for risk assessment, policy, and insurability. The insights it offers are globally applicable, and
not limited to particular locations, countries or contexts. Researchers, intelligence analysts,
homeland security staff, and professionals who operate critical infrastructures will greatly
benefit from the methods, models and findings presented. While each of the twelve chapters is
self-contained, taken together they provide a sound basis for informed decision-making and
more effective operations, policy, and defense.
Addresses the Challenges of Modern-Day Air TrafficAir traffic control (ATC) directs aircraft in
the sky and on the ground to safety, while the Aeronautical Telecommunications Network
(ATN) comprises all systems and phases that assist in aircraft departure and landing. The
Aeronautical Telecommunications Network: Advances, Challenges, and Mod
This book presents the principal structure, networks and applications of the Global
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Aeronautical Distress and Safety System (GADSS) for enhanced airborne Communication,
Navigation and Surveillance (CNS). It shows how their implementation works to ensure better
security in flight and on the airports surface; improved aircraft tracking and determination in
real space and time; and enhanced distress alerting, safety; and Search and Rescue (SAR)
system for missing, hijacked and landed aircraft at sea or on the ground. Main topics of this
book are as follows: an overview of radio and satellite systems with retrospective to
aeronautical safety; security and distress systems; space segment with all aspects regarding
satellite orbits and infrastructures; transmission segment of radio and satellite systems; ground
segment of radio and earth ground stations; airborne radio and satellite antenna systems and
propagation; aeronautical VHF and HF Radio CNS systems and networks; Inmarsat, Iridium
and Cospas-Sasrast aeronautical satellite CNS systems and networks; Aeronautical Global
Satellite Augmentation System (GSAS) and networks; Digital Video Broadcasting - Return
Channel via Satellite (DVB-RCS) standards and Aeronautical Stratospheric Platform Systems
(SPS) and networks.
Since the very earliest years of aviation, it was clear that human factors were critical to the
success and safety of the system. As aviation has matured, the system has become extremely
complex. Bringing together the most recent human factors work in the aviation domain,
Advances in Human Aspects of Aviation covers the design of aircrafts for the comfort and well
being of the passenger. The book discusses strategies and guidelines for maximizing comfort,
the design of aircrafts including cockpit design, and the training and work schedules for flight
attendants and pilots. It is becoming increasingly important to view problems not as isolated
issues that can be extracted from the system environment, but as embedded issues that can
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only be understood as a part of an overall system. In keeping with a system that is vast in its
scope and reach, the chapters in this book cover a wide range of topics, including: Interface
and operations issues from the perspectives of pilots and air traffic controllers, respectively.
Specific human performance issues, studied from within the context of the air transportation
system Issues related to automation and the delineation of function between automation and
human within the current and future system The U.S. air traffic modernization effort, called
NextGen Diverse modeling perspectives and methods Safety and ethics as driving factors for
change Cognition and work overload Empirical research and evaluation of the air
transportation domain As air traffic modernization efforts begin to vastly increase the capacity
of the system, the issues facing engineers, scientists, and other practitioners of human factors
are becoming more challenging and more critical. Reflecting road themes and trends in this
field, the book documents the latest research in this area.

First published in 1997, this volume responds to the increase in air traffic, as there has
been a great deal of work by the nations of the world, under the auspices of ICAO,
toward developing the concept for a future air navigation infrastructure to serve
worldwide civil aviation efficiency. Even though the concept is well described and
implementation is beginning, only technical manuals are available to advance the
systems concept. This book describes the global vision for the Future Air Navigation
System (FANS) and is the first text of its kind dedicated solely to Communications
Navigation, Surveillance/Air Traffic Management and the CNS/ATM systems concept.
In addition to the technical issues associated with CNS/ATM, the book also examines
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institutional, economic, labour and Human Factors issues. It is designed as a text
usable in the classroom environment in universities and aviation technical schools.
The history of flight started with the pioneer era. The introduction of mechanical controls
(including hydraulics) then led to the second era. Later, with the utilization of computers
and automation in aircraft, we reached the third era. Now, we are moving towards the
fourth era of flight, namely Flight 4.0, which is characterized by “smart” and
“connected” aircraft that extensively exploit emerging information and communication
technologies. Aeronautical informatics is advancing rapidly through the synergy
between information and communication technologies and aeronautics. Multi-core
avionic platforms, wireless avionics networking, service-oriented architectures and IoT,
data sciences and semantic infrastructures are shaping systems to come. Increasing
autonomy requirements are challenging the community to investigate new ways to
assure safety. Modern software engineering methodologies and real-time software
techniques are altering the established development practice. Universities are starting
to align their aerospace engineering and computer science curriculums in order to
address this synergy. This book is a unique compilation of advancements in
aeronautical informatics, introducing the changing technology landscape of flight with
respect to a new push in information and communication technology.
As recently as the summer of 2001, many travelers were dreading air transportation
because of extensive delays associated with undercapacity of the system. That all
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changed on 9/11, and demand for air transportation has not yet returned to peak levels.
Most U.S. airlines continue to struggle for survival, and some have filed for bankruptcy.
The situation makes it difficult to argue that strong action is urgently needed to avert a
crisis of undercapacity in the air transportation system. This report assesses the visions
and goals for U.S. civil aviation and technology goals for the year 2050.
This is a self-contained book on the foundations and applications of optical and
microwave technologies to telecommunication networks application, with an emphasis
on access, local, road, cars, trains, vessels and airplanes, indoor and in-car data
transmission as well as for long-distance fiber-systems and application in outer space
and automation technology. The book provides a systematic discussion of
physics/optics, electromagnetic wave theory, optical fibre technology, and the potential
and limitations of optical and microwave transmission.
This book examines information technology standards and discusses what they are, what they
do, how they originate, and how they evolve. While standards are important in improving
system interoperability and thereby increasing economic productivity, they are unlikely to
achieve their full potential due to a variety of factors, chief of which is the politics of the
standard process itself. Libicki points out that the government is not likely the best source for
designing and promoting standards. He does an excellent job of breaking down many complex
technical issues and presenting them in a fashion that technical people can enjoy and policy
makers can understand.
Because trainees need to learn about the underlying technologies to use automation safely
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and efficiently, the development of automated aviation systems training is a growing challenge.
Task analysis has been singled out as the basis of the training, but it can be more timeconsuming than traditional development techniques. Cases on Modern Computer Systems in
Aviation is an essential reference source that covers new information technology use in
aviation systems to streamline the cybersecurity, decision-making, planning, and design
processes within the aviation industry. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as
computer systems in aviation, artificial intelligence, software-defined networking (SDN), air
navigation systems, decision support systems (DSS), and more, this publication is ideally
designed for aviation specialists and industry professionals, technicians, practitioners,
researchers, and academicians seeking current research on modern modeling approaches to
streamline management in aviation.
The advent of very compact, very powerful digital computers has made it possible to automate
a great many processes that formerly required large, complex machinery. Digital computers
have made possible revolutionary changes in industry, commerce, and transportation. This
book, an expansion and revision of the author's earlier technical papers on this subject,
describes the development of automation in aircraft and in the aviation system, its likely
evolution in the future, and the effects that these technologies have had -- and will have -- on
the human operators and managers of the system. It suggests concepts that may be able to
enhance human-machine relationships in future systems. The author focuses on the ability of
human operators to work cooperatively with the constellation of machines they command and
control, because it is the interactions among these system elements that result in the system's
success or failure, whether in aviation or elsewhere. Aviation automation has provided great
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social and technological benefits, but these benefits have not come without cost. In recent
years, new problems in aircraft have emerged due to failures in the human-machine
relationship. These incidents and accidents have motivated this inquiry into aviation
automation. Similar problems in the air traffic management system are predicted as it becomes
more fully automated. In particular, incidents and accidents have occurred which suggest that
the principle problems with today's aviation automation are associated with its complexity,
coupling, autonomy, and opacity. These problems are not unique to aviation; they exist in other
highly dynamic domains as well. The author suggests that a different approach to automation
-- called "human-centered automation" -- offers potential benefits for system performance by
enabling a more cooperative human-machine relationship in the control and management of
aircraft and air traffic.
In view of the increase in air traffic, there has been a great deal of work by the nations of the
world, under the auspices of ICAO, toward developing the concept for a future air navigation
infrastructure to serve worldwide civil aviation efficiency. Even though the concept is well
described and implementation is beginning, only technical manuals are available to advance
the systems concept. This book describes the global vision for the Future Air Navigation
System (FANS) and is the first text of its kind dedicated solely to Communications Navigation,
Surveillance/Air Traffic Management and the CNS/ATM systems concept. In addition to the
technical issues associated with CNS/ATM, the book also examines institutional, economic,
labour and Human Factors issues. It is designed as a text usable in the classroom environment
in universities and aviation technical schools.

Aeronautical Telecommunications NetworkAdvances, Challenges, and
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ModelingCRC Press
Covering the design, development, operation and mission profiles of unmanned
aircraft systems, this single, comprehensive volume forms a complete, standalone reference on the topic. The volume integrates with the online Wiley
Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering, providing many new and updated
articles for existing subscribers to that work.
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws,
this practical analysis of the structure, competence, and management of
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) provides substantial and readily
accessible information for lawyers, academics, and policymakers likely to have
dealings with its activities and data. No other book gives such a clear,
uncomplicated description of the organization’s role, its rules and how they are
applied, its place in the framework of international law, or its relations with other
organizations. The monograph proceeds logically from the organization’s
genesis and historical development to the structure of its membership, its various
organs and their mandates, its role in intergovernmental cooperation, and its
interaction with decisions taken at the national level. Its competence, its financial
management, and the nature and applicability of its data and publications are
fully described. Systematic in presentation, this valuable time-saving resource
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offers the quickest, easiest way to acquire a sound understanding of the workings
of International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) for all interested parties.
Students and teachers of international law will find it especially valuable as an
essential component of the rapidly growing and changing global legal milieu.
There are well-founded concerns that current air transportation systems will not
be able to cope with their expected growth. Current processes, procedures and
technologies in aeronautical communications do not provide the flexibility needed
to meet the growing demands. Aeronautical communications is seen as a major
bottleneck stressing capacity limits in air transportation. Ongoing research
projects are developing the fundamental methods, concepts and technologies for
future aeronautical communications that are required to enable higher capacities
in air transportation. The aim of this book is to edit the ensemble of newest
contributions and research results in the field of future aeronautical
communications. The book gives the readers the opportunity to deepen and
broaden their knowledge of this field. Today's and tomorrow's problems /
methods in the field of aeronautical communications are treated: current trends
are identified; IPv6 aeronautical network aspect are covered; challenges for the
satellite component are illustrated; AeroMACS and LDACS as future data links
are investigated and visions for aeronautical communications are formulated.
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This book deals with air-ground aeronautical communications. The main goal is
to give the reader a survey of the currently deployed, emerging and future
communications systems dedicated to digital data communications between the
aircraft and the ground, namely the data link. Those communication systems
show specific properties relatively to those commonly used for terrestrial
communications. In this book, the system architectures are more specifically
considered from the access to the application layers as radio and physical
functionalities have already been addressed in detail in others books. The first
part is an introduction to aeronautical communications, their specific concepts,
properties, requirements and terminology. The second part presents the currently
used systems for air ground communications in continental and oceanic area.
The third part enlightens the reader on the emerging and future communication
systems and some leading research projects focused on this scope. Finally,
before the conclusion, the fourth part gives several main challenges and research
directions currently under investigation.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 13th International Workshop on
Communication Technologies for Vehicles, Nets4Cars/Nets4Trains/Nets4Aircraft
2018, held in Madrid, Spain, in May 2018. The 17 full papers presented together
with 2 demo papers in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from
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numerous submissions. The volume features contributions in the theory or
practice of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) and communication
technologies for: - Vehicles on road: e.g. cars, tracks and buses; - Air: e.g.
aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles; and - Rail: e.g. trains, metros and trams.
"This book disseminates knowledge on modern information technology
applications in air transportation useful to professionals, researchers, and
academicians"--Provided by publisher.
From fundamental physics concepts to the World Wide Web, the
Telecommunications Illustrated Dictionary, Second Edition describes protocols,
computer and telephone devices, basic security concepts, and Internet-related
legislation, along with capsule biographies of the pioneering inventors who
developed the technologies that changed our world. The new edition offers even
more than the acclaimed and bestselling first edition, including: Thousands of
new definitions and existing definitions updated and expanded Expanded
coverage, from telegraph and radio technologies to modern wireline and mobile
telephones, optical technologies, PDAs, and GPS-equipped devices More than
100 new charts and illustrations Expanded appendices with categorized RFC
listings Categorized charts of ITU-T Series Recommendations that facilitate
online lookups Hundreds of Web URLs and descriptions for major national and
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international standards and trade organizations Clear, comprehensive, and
current, the Telecommunications Illustrated Dictionary, Second Edition is your
key to understanding a rapidly evolving field that, perhaps more than any other,
shapes the way we live.
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